Appendix

In the appendix, we mainly provide quantitative and qualitative results of our method and the state-of-the-art camera-based SSC method MonoScene [1] on the hidden test set of SemanticKITTI [2]. Since we do not have access to the ground truth of the test set, we can only report the performances within the full range (51.2×51.2×6.4m³).

A. Quantitative Comparison

Scene completion. As shown in Table I, VoxFormer outperforms MonoScene with a large gap in terms of geometric completion. VoxFormer-S without using historical observations improves MonoScene on IoU with a relative gain of 25.73%. Note that in autonomous driving, geometry occupancy is critical for obstacle avoidance since a false negative could result in severe accidents. Therefore, our method is more desirable than MonoScene in safety-critical camera-based autonomous driving applications.

Semantic scene completion. As shown in Table I, VoxFormer also demonstrates a better semantic scene understanding. VoxFormer-S and VoxFormer-T both demonstrate better mIoU than MonoScene. VoxFormer-T / VoxFormer-S have a relative improvement of 21.03% / 10.11% compared with the cutting-edged MonoScene. Note that the values of IoU and mIoU are intertwined, and some methods can naively increase the value of mIoU by sacrificing IoU. In contrast, our method shows superior performance in terms of both geometry and semantics.

B. Qualitative Comparison

More visualizations are shown in Fig. I. We can see that our method performs much better than MonoScene in the short-range areas. There are some missing objects for MonoScene at close range, as shown in the first and last row of Fig. I. Meanwhile, the long-range performance of our method can be further improved, e.g., the trunks in the long-range areas are not completed in the fourth row of Fig. I.
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Table I. Quantitative results of VoxFormer and the state-of-the-art MonoScene on the hidden test set of SemanticKITTI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera View</th>
<th>VoxFormer-T</th>
<th>MonoScene</th>
<th>LMSCNet*</th>
<th>SSCNet*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Image]</td>
<td>[Image]</td>
<td>[Image]</td>
<td>[Image]</td>
<td>[Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VoxFormer better captures the scene layout in large-scale self-driving scenarios. Meanwhile, VoxFormer shows satisfactory performances in completing small objects such as trunks and poles.